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Abstract 

In the mobile ad-hoc networks, life time of network has the great concern because 
network nodes are driven by small battery. The main source of battery consumption is the 
routing overhead for a given node. In this regard location aided routing is an efficient 
method as it involves the limited number of nodes rather than to complete network in 
route construction and packet routing. In location aided routing for a transmitting node, 
selection of next packet-forwarding node is depend on the geographical position of 
transmitting node and its neighbors. Many forwarding approaches are suggested by 
researcher with their advantages and disadvantages. In this work an efficient greedy 
forwarding approach “Middle in Forwarding Movement (MFM)” is presented which 
selects a suitable next forwarding node at every step so that total number of hops can be 
minimize with less possibility of  packet collision. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of handy wireless devices, popularity of Mobile ad-hoc network 
has increased in recent year. A mobile ad-hoc network is a self-governing temporary 
wireless network formed by mobile devices with equal capabilities. That means a mobile 
ad-hoc network dose note require any pre-existing infrastructure such as Base Transceiver 
Station (BTS) in cellular network. As the nodes in Ad-hoc network can move freely 
throughout the network which leads to dynamic topology, the packet routing method of 
wired network cannot apply for Ad-hoc network. Routing in mobile ad-hoc network 
classified primarily in three categories proactive, reactive and hybrid. In proactive routing 
every node in the network maintains the path to all remaining nodes in network all the 
time. Advantage of proactive routing is that whenever a node wants to communicate with 
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another node, the path is available on the fly but the disadvantage is that the proactive-
ness requires huge control overhead at the node and network level Example of proactive 
routing is DSDV [1]. On the contrary in reactive routing, whenever a node needs to 
transmit the data to another node in network it invokes a path construction routine, after 
the successful construction of path communication takes place. It is clear that in proactive 
routing, there is considerable delay in first packet to arrive at destination node. But the 
advantage is that the reactiveness reduces the control overhead considerably Example of 
reactive routing is AODV [2]. The hybrid routing approach takes the advantages of both 
proactive and reactive routing. In hybrid routing network is partitioned in sub-network 
called cluster inside the cluster a proactive routing is used and outside the cluster a 
reactive routing is used Example of Hybrid routing is ZRP [3]. 

In mobile Ad-hoc network another reactive routing that is location based routing [4] in 
which the routing decision is based on the location coordinates of transmitting node, its 
neighbors and the destination node. The notion of location based routing is that, for 
construction of the path and data transmission, involve only those nodes which are located 
between source and destination, rather to flood the entire network with control or data 
packet. Therefore by controlling the number of participating node, network energy can be 
saved. Performance of a location based routing method primarily depends on the art, that 
how a transmitting node selects the next forwarding node. 
 

2. Forwarding approaches 

In location aided routing an intermediate nodes relay the packet towards the 
destination. The packet forwarding decision is based on the information contained in 
packet header and position of neighboring nodes. Forwarding approach are primarily 
classified in three categories namely restricted directional flooding (RDF) [5], greedy 
forwarding and hierarchical forwarding. 

2.1 Restricted directional flooding 

In this approach source node calculates a geometric region called forwarding zone. 
Forwarding zone is smallest geometric area containing source node and destination 
node. Source node then broadcast the packet (data or control) containing the 
destination’s location-coordinates and forwarding zone information. On receiving 
the peripatetic packet an intermediate node first determines whether it belongs to 
forwarding zone or not, if it belongs to forwarding zone then it relay the packet to 
its neighbors otherwise it drops the packet. In this way nodes within the forwarding 
zone only takes part in packet forwarding process and flooding of packet is 
restricted to forwarding zone. Packet then eventually reaches to destination. As this 
approach is flooding based, it suffers from packet looping. Example of restricted 
directional flooding is location aided routing (LAR)[6]. 

2.2 Greedy forwarding  

In this approach transmitting node locates the next forwarding node which is closer 
to destination then itself. Selection of such next forwarding node is based on some 
optimization measures of algorithm. Example of greedy forwarding is most forward 
within r (MFR). Location aided routing algorithms based on greedy forwarding 
approach may suffer from local maxima. Local maxima occur when transmitting 
node unable to locate nearer neighbor to destination then itself.  

2.3 Hierarchical forwarding 

In mobile Ad-hoc network as the number of node increases the performance of 
network reduces. Network scalability can be achieved by introducing some sort of 
hierarchy. For this purpose network is logically partitioned into hierarchy. In this 
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arrangement non-location based routing is used in local topology (direct neighbors) 
of a node and outside the locality any greedy forwarding is used.      

In this paper only greedy forwarding approaches i.e. Most forwarding within r 
[MFR] [7] and Nearest within forwarding progress [NFP] [8] has been discussed 
along with their downsides and an optimized solution Middle in forwarding 
movement (MFM) has been proposed. 

 

3 Greedy forwarding approaches 

In this approach, as the name “greedy” reflects that the transmitting node takes the 
forwarding decision considering its locality only, yield the local solution. Here are 
two such approaches MFR and NFP has been discussed. 

 3.1 Most forward within r (MFR) 

In most forward within r [MFR] protocol [7], a relaying mobile node chooses the 
next forwarding node in its transmission range that is outermost. In this fashion hop 
count can be minimize in the path from source to destination. Most forward within r 
[MFR][5] is exemplified  in figure 1 where S is source and D is destination  and 
circle showing the radio range of node S. In this approach relaying node S in its 
transmission range picks the outermost node E in forward direction as next 
forwarding node. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Most forward within r 
 

3.2 Nearest within Forwarding Progress (NFP) 

In nearest within forwarding progress (NFP)[8] approach a relaying mobile node 
picks the next forwarding node in its neighborhood that is nearest to relaying node 
and closer to destination than the relaying node. In this manner the possibility of 
packet collision can be reduced because a packet has to travel less distance to reach 
next forwarding node. This protocol is demonstrated in figure 2 where source node 
is S and destination node is D, circle representing the radio range of node S. 
Relaying  node S picks the node B as next forwarding which  is nearest  neighbor of 
S and closer to D. 
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Figure 2: Nearest within Forwarding Progress 
 

4. Problem with existing forwarding approaches 
 
In most forward within r [MFR] [7] author tries to minimize the number of hop a packet 
has to travels from source to destination but it may leads to increase in packet collision as 
the transmitting node selects the farthest node in its transmitting range as next forwarding 
node. Also in nearest with forward progress [NFP] [8] author reduces the likelihood of 
packet collision as the transmitting node selects the nearest node in its transmission range 
in forward direction to destination as next forwarding node but in this case the number 
hops in path from source to destination increases considerably consequently the 
processing overhead for relaying the packet is increases. 

 
5. Proposed solution 

 
In this paper a novel forwarding approach “Middle in forwarding movement (MFM)” is 
proposed which attempts to overcome the problems discussed in section 4. In MFM a 
transmitting node selects the next forwarding node that is lying in middle of its 
transmitting range in the direction of destination. At every relaying node by selecting the 
median node as next forwarding node, the number of hops a packet has to travel can be 
reduced with lesser likelihood of packet collision. The proposed approach is illustrated in 
figure 3, transmitting node S selects the next forwarding node B as it is sited  in the 
middle of the transmission range of S (if there are more than one node in the median 
region, transmitting node picks any one of them in random fashion). 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Middle in forwarding movement 
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5.1 Algorithm for selecting the next forwarding node 
 
For simplicity it has been assumed that the source and destination are located with 
positive coordinates in X-Y plane and destination node has the larger coordinates than 
source node. A transmitting node T with coordinates (xt ,yt) can locate the median 
neighbour N with coordinates (xn,yn) in it transmission range R in the forward direction 
towards destination by following algorithm where α controls the width of median region 
 
Let φ( n) is the set of neighbours of node T 
for every n  φ( n) 
If (xn > xt  && yn  > yt )  
{ 
     If  ( (xn <  (Rt /2 )+ α  && yn <  (Rt /2 )+ α )  or ( (xn >  (Rt /2 ) - α  &&  yn > (Rt /2 ) -α  )) 
      Next forwarding node = N; 
} 

 
6. Comparison and discussion 

 
In this paper two forwarding approaches: most forward within r (MFR)[7] and nearest 
within forwarding progress (NFP) [8] have been discussed. It has been observed that in 
most forwarding within r transmitting node picks the farthest node in its transmission 
range as next forwarding node. In this way the hop count from source to destination 
reduces, but the probability of packet collision increases, because a packet has to travel 
large distance between two hops. Contrariwise in nearest within forwarding progress 
(NFP) transmitting node picks the nearest neighbor in the direction of destination yields 
greater number of  hop count in the path from source to destination. Unlike the above two 
approaches, the proposed approach MFM finds the balance between two. MFM picks the 
next forwarding node from the median nodes in its transmitting range that are located in 
forwarding direction. By selecting the next forwarding node from median nodes MFM 
reduces the possibility of packet collision on one hand and reduces the number of hops on 
other hand. By the above discussion it has been comprehended that middle in forwarding 
movement (MFM) perform better than most forwarding within r(MFR) [7]  and nearest 
within forwarding progress (NFP). 
 

7. Conclusion  
 
In this paper various forwarding approaches like restricted directional flooding, greedy 
forwarding and hierarchical forwarding has been discussed. In this article focus is limited 
to two greedy forwarding approaches that are  most forwarding within r(MFR) [7] and 
nearest within forwarding progress (NFP).It has been observed that MFR[7]  constructs 
the path that consists of   lesser number of hop with increased  probability of packet 
collision and NFP constructs the path that consist  greater number of hop with lesser 
probability of packet collision. The proposed forwarding approach middle in forwarding 
movement (MFM) attempt to solve the  problem caused by MFR and NFP. MFM find the 
balance between two (MFR)  and NFP) by selecting the next forwarding node from the 
median nodes and yields  the moderate number of hop count with lesser probability of 
packet collision. 
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